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ABSTRACT 
 
The study of neutron’s spectrometry and dosimetry has become significantly easier due to relatively new devices 

called bubble detectors. Insensitive to gamma rays and composed by superheated emulsions, they still are 

subjects of many researches in Radiation Physics and Nuclear Engineering.  In bubble detectors, either exposed 

to more intense neutron fields or for a long time, when more bubbles are produced, the statistical uncertainty 
during the dosimetric and spectrometric processes is reduced. A proposal of this nature is set up in this work, 

which presents ways to perform counting processes for bubble detectors and an updated proceeding to get the 

irradiated detectors’ images in order to make the manual counting easier. Twelve BDS detectors were irradiated 

by RDS111 cyclotron from IEN’s (Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear) and photographed using an assembly 

specially designed for this experiment. Counting was proceeded manually in a first moment; simultaneously, 

ImagePro was used in order to perform counting automatically. The bubble counting values, either manual or 

automatic, were compared and the time to get them and their difficult levels as well. After the bubble counting, 

the detectors’ standardizes responses were calculated in both cases, according to BDS’s manual and they were 
also compared. Among the results, the counting on these devices really becomes very hard at a large number of 

bubbles, besides higher variations in counting of many bubbles. Because of the good agreement between manual 

counting and the custom program, the last one revealed a good alternative in practical and economical levels. 

Despite the good results, the custom program needs of more adjustments in order to achieve more accuracy on 

higher counting on bubble detectors for neutron measurement applications. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Nuclear energy has been having an important role in various moments of science, technology 
and society history since the end of 1800s. However, the advances on Nuclear area, 
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especially in the last century, have brought different kinds of neutron sources nowadays. 

Examples of neutron exposure situations are shown on Table 1.   

 

 

 

Table 1: Neutron exposure situations [1] 

 

EXPOSURE SITUATION EXEMPLES 

 

 
In technology 

� Nuclear Power generation; 

� Neutron activation analysis; 
� Assessment of the moisture and oil 

content of rocks, soil and coal; 
� Neutron radiography. 

 

 
In science 

� Study of molecular and crystal 

structure; 
� Fusion studies; 

� Accelerators (pulsed electron 

linear and Van de Graff) 

� Research reactors. 

In medicine � Radiotherapy 

 

Natural background 

� Produced neutrons in the upper 

atmosphere: airplanes can be 
exposed to them. 

� Cosmic rays. 
 

 
 

As shown on the table above, people can be exposed to neutron fields in many ways and their 
measurements became a real necessity in the present. Several researches have extensively 

been made in order to develop neutron monitors with extended and increased energy response 

and achieving the IRCP recommendations, many computational efforts have been made in 

order to create dosimeters based on thermal neutron detectors. [2] 

 

In a large level, experimental neutron dosimetry and spectrometry are possible nowadays 

because of devices known as bubble detectors, which are insensitive to gamma rays and 

composed by superheated emulsions. The correlations of theirs thermodynamical and nuclear 

properties resulted in a development of neutron compact monitors, intending the 

accomplishment of ICRP’s recommendations and standards. [3] 

 

Bubble detectors are very important devices for neutron dosimetry and radiation protection, 

despite the fact that they aren’t largely used in this country. Different to other neutron 

monitors (such as BF3 proportional counter, TLDs, track detectors and Bonner Spheres), their 
compact shape allow measurements of either several undesired neutron sources at radiation 

facilities  or environmental exposures in commercial airplanes at high altitudes and 
spacecrafts. [4] 

 
The counting process, however, may become very hard when the number of bubbles becomes 

very high. Such increasing is necessary because when more bubbles were generated in those 
detectors, the statistical uncertainty in neutrons measurements is reduced [5].  
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For this reason, obtaining optical and automatic methods to perform such counting has 

become an actual demand on radiation researches and a proposal of this nature was set up in 

the present work, which shows counting processes for bubble detectors and an updated 

proceeding to get irradiated detectors’ images in order to make it easier. An overview of 

theory for bubble detectors and an updated proceeding to get the irradiated detectors’ images 

in order to make the manual counting less complicated and turns possible automatic counting 

are also presented.  
 

Twelve Bubble Detectors Spectrometers were irradiated at RDS-111 cyclotron at IEN and 
photographed with help from an assembly specially designed for this experiment.  

 
In a first moment, counting was proceeded manually and the results, the time to get them and 

their difficult levels were discussed.  
 

Simultaneously to these processes, custom software was developed in order to perform bubble 

counting automatically, using ImagePro. 

 

As a practical application, BDS’s standard response in each energy threshold was calculated 

for both kinds of counting.  In the end, the amount of bubbles and standardized response 

obtained from both processes were compared.  

 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

2.1. Bubble Detectors  

 

The bubble detector trajectory started in 1952, when American physicist D. A. Glaser 

projected the bubble chamber, a vessel filled with a superheated transparent liquid (most 

often liquid hydrogen) used to detect electrically charged particles moving through it.[6] 

 

Based on Glaser’s work about reactions in superheated liquids exposed to ionizing radiation, 

Robert Apfel created in 1979 a neutron detector containing superheated emulsion, extra-large 
or droplet halocarbons which is vaporized by high LET recoil nuclei due to interaction to 

neutrons and, five year later, H. Ing and H. C. Birnboin suggested the use of polymer as an 
environment for superheated emulsion [7].  

 
Such devices, also known as bubble detectors, came out and have been offering  an 

alternative approach for radiological protection in general ever since.  
 

There are two groups of bubble detectors: active (manufactured by Apfel Enterprises) and 

passive (manufactured by Bubble Tech Industries), which the last one was used in this work 

(Figure 1). [8]  
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Figure 1: Bubble detector. 

 
 

Modern bubble detectors are based on retention of superheated emulsion’s droplet – Freon™  

is the most common for that and droplet’s diameter is 10 µm – inside a inert matrix which are 

not supposed to be mixed with. Droplets convert to bubble due to two physical phenomena: 

superheating and nucleation. The volume of such emulsion in the polymer is only a few cubic 

centimeters (Figure 2). [9]  

 

 

 

 
                                                                                                                  

Figure 2: Irradiated bubble detector. 
 

 
 

When the detector’s irradiation finishes, it’s time to count the produced bubbles. It can be 

achieved either manually or using optical readers, image analysis software and others 

automatic ways. Due to bubbles’ overlapping, quantifying hundreds of them becomes a very 

hard task.  

 

Experimental neutron measurements are the bubble detector’s most important application. 

For personal dosimetry purposes, it’s possible for them to produce one bubble per neutron 

dose unit, and their typical sensitivity is about some bubbles per mrem, which makes it useful 

for workers and patients who are exposed to undesired neutron fields.  

 

The models of BTI passive bubble detectors and its purposes are show on table 1.  
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Table 2: BTI’s bubble detector models [10] 

 

MODEL PURPOSE 

BD-PND Recommended for personal neutron dosimetry, incorporates automatic 

compensation for sensitivity, which exceeds the ICRP-60 requirements, 

changing with temperature over the operational range of 20 – 37o.C.   

BD100R Similar in performance to BD-PND, but without temperature compensation.  

BDT Used in order to measure thermal neutron doses.  

BDS Low cost neutron spectrometer package.  

 

 
 

2.2. More details about Bubble Detectors Spectrometers 

 
For this work, Bubble Detector Spectrometer (Figure 3) was used.  Also known as BDS, they 

are based on specially formulated bubble detectors that have different neutron energy 
thresholds.  

 
 

 

 
Figure 3: A BDS set  

 

 

 

There two very important properties about the Bubble Detector Spectrometers: the complete 

insensitivity to gamma rays, which allow them to be used in areas with intense gamma 

background and, as passive detectors, they can be used in pulsed radiation fields.  

 

Bubble Detector Spectrometers must be used whenever one wants to know something about 

the energy of the neutron field, especially where the neutron field is only a very small 

fraction of the total radiation field. Table 3 shows the BDS’s specifications.  
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Table 3: Specifications for neutron bubble detector spectrometer 

 

APPLICATIONS: Neutron spectrometry from 10 keV to 20 MeV (+ 
10%) for most neutron fields 

READING: Immediately after exposure  
REUSABLE: Yes; a device for resetting the detectors is 

available  
 

POST-USE 

STORAGE: 

1. Up to three months in a refrigerator 
(6oC), with bubbles recompressed as 
they appear. 

2. Up to two weeks total time when 
stored under hydrostatic pressure.   

NEUTRON 

ENERGY RANGE: 

10 keV to 20 MeV with 6 different fixed energy 
thresholds 

ANGULAR 

RESPONSE: 

Isotropic 

GAMMA 

DISCRIMINATION: 

Yes 

DOSE RANGE: Less than 10 µSv to over 1 mSv 

SENSITIVITY: Typically 1 to 2 bubbles/mrem (higher sensitivity 
is available upon request) 

TEMPERATURE: Use at room temperatures (20oC)  
HUMIDITY: No effect 

 

 
 

The BDS has been used to determine neutron spectra from space and is often used in 

connection with pulsed reactor operations and for assessing the neutron field either from 

medical or research accelerators.  

 

Similar to fast-neutron activation detectors, the measured spectrum from the BDS is derived 

by “unfolding” the response of the different BDS. Each spectral measurement is made with 

36 detectors (6 of each threshold supplied – 10, 100, 600, 1000, 2500, 10000 keV). In 

spectrometry, they can be used in either 1 or 2 sets (6 energy threshold and 3 energy 

threshold, respectively); such choice depends on the good statistics for trustable results. In 

general, if more bubbles were produced, the statistical data and spectra unfolding are more 

accurate. There is a simple algorithm for unfolding neutron measurements data on BDS’s 

manual. 

 
Each detector has a label where an ID number, incident neutron energy thresholds and 

sensitivity (also listed on a datasheet provided by manufacturer) are described. For instance, 
if BDS is labeled “BDS-100 1.2#1”, it has a 100 keV energy threshold, 1.2 bubbles/mrem 

sensitivity and I.D. number equal to 1.  
 

Due to immediate application to bubbles counting, the BDS’s standardized response was 
calculated in this work. At first, all exposed detectors are normalized of unity sensitivity, as 

show on equation 2.1.:  
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ysensitivit
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#
=                                                              (2.1) 

 

It’s important to remark that Ri is the standardized response where i demotes the particular 
detector with i=1, corresponding to BDS-10 and i=6 to BDS-10000. So, when k detectors of 

the same energy threshold are used, standardized response for each energy threshold is given 
by:  
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1
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2.3. Bubble Counting Proceedings  

2.3.1. Bubble detection irradiation  

 

Twelve detectors (two sets of 6 threshold energy BDSs) were irradiated on August 12th and 

September 3
rd

 2008, by RDS-111 cyclotron at IEN. They were placed side by side in a small 

area at RDS-111’s target outside the shielding, 1.20 meters above the ground.  

 

According to the manufacturer, BDS has isotropic angular response. Therefore, the detectors’ 

position does not influence the measurements at a point in space.   

 
The first set was exposed to protons beams from the cyclotron during 3 hours and the second 

during 2.5 hours. A 50 µA electric current was used in the target during the irradiation 
process.  

 

2.3.2. Images acquisition 

 

In order to perform bubbles counting, the first step is getting pictures from the irradiated 
detectors. An assembly was especially designed for this task, as show on Figure 4.  

 
 

 

 
Figure 4: Assembly for detectors’ photos acquisition. 
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Varying the angles, thirteen black and white pictures have gotten from each irradiated 

detector and they were grouped in directories whose names were the respective detectors 

energy threshold.  

 

2.3.3. Manual counting 

 

For a greater contrast between black and white colors on the pictures, they were edited by 

Photoshop software and the directories containing them were ripped into a DVD media which 

was reproduced on a DVD Player – TV set, as shown on Figure 5. Using a whiteboard 

marker, the regions containing bubbles were bounded and counting was performed. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: BDS’s image on TV screen (left) and the delimitations and counting (right) 
 

 
 

Overlapped bubbles usually easily identified by a closer look at the picture. However, when 
tree or more bubbles are overlapping, the identification is more difficult and, in order to avoid 

the number of bubbles’ underestimation, the small bubbles contained in bigger ones were 
counted individually.  

 

2.3.4. Counting using custom software  

 

Eight images were captured, registering 22.5
o
 serials around central axis for each sample 

tube. ImagePro Plus 4.5.1.29 (Media Cybernetics) was used in order to analyze bubble’s 

images, by grayscale segmentation, aiming to individualize the maximum bubble numbers.  
 

Overlapped bubble images were detected by a trained observer, aiming to compensate 

method’s underestimation.  
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The images with most bubbles were considered in each samples tube was considered in order 

to represent the samples.  

2.3.5. Counting methods comparison   

 

The final counting of each detector and their respective uncertainties – either in manual or 

automatic ways – are obtained by radiation counting statistics [12] applied to the bubbles 

inside BDS for each directory which contains the images.   

 

Standardized response of BDS in each case was calculated using the counting results 

previously found and compared. In the end, a statistical analysis and comparison between the 

numbers of bubbles obtained in both methods were performed.  

 
Origin 6.0 software was used in order to perform the statistical analysis and plot the graphs. 

 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   
 

The BDSs were irradiated by RDS111 cyclotron at IEN, between August and September 
2008. After proceeding manual and semi-automatic counting, the results of these 

measurements are shown at Figure 6. 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Bubbles counting results  
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The semi-automatic counting registered a little less bubbles than the manual one in almost all 

cases. That happened because several reasons, such as the visual limitation on an old 

computer display. For this reason, using a common TV for bubbles visualization, like the 

apparatus used in manual proceeding, is recommended.  

 

The next task in this work is obtaining the standard response of each energy threshold from 

bubble detectors. According to the bubble numbers listed above and the procedures discussed 
at section 2.2, the values for bubbles counted manual and semi-automatically  were calculated 

and the results are set-up (Figure 7).  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Figure 7: Standardized response calculations in both cases.  

 

 

 
Figure 8 shows the counting results in each case, with the respective error bars.  
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Figure 8: Comparison between manual and semi-automatic counting processes 

 

 

Manual counting, proceeded with a large number of data, presented smaller uncertainty than 

the semi-automatic one, although they are very similar for few bubbles. The results above, 

hence, showed a good agreement between them. 

 

It’s also important to realize that there were no bubbles in the 10 MeV threshold detectors; 

hence, their standard responses are null.  

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

 
Bubble detectors are very important devices for radiation protection. Different to other 

neutron monitors (like TLD and dosimetric films) they make possible, due to instant 
visualization, either weak or strong neutron field detection, which allows to the exposed 

individual a fast action in order to avoid neutron doses.  
 

In a quantitative level, however, for more than 100 bubbles, manual counting becomes very 
hard and its difficult nature made the search for automatic counting processes one of the most 

important researched fields about passive bubble detectors.  
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As the manual and semi-automatic counting have a good agreement, the custom computer 

program revealed a good alternative in practical and economical levels, despite the need of 

more adjustments in order to achieve better counting on bubble detectors’ higher counting.  

 

The most remarkable work’s suggestions for an immediate future are researches about ways 

of bubble counting using free and proprietary software (like ImageJ and ImagePro, 

respectively) and experimental neutron measurements – spectra and dose rates – proceeded 
more practical using bubble detectors. 
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